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Modern Operating Systems, Fourth Edition,   is intended for introductory courses in Operating

Systems in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Electrical Engineering programs. It also

serves as a useful reference for OS professionals  Ã‚Â¿ The widely anticipated revision of this

worldwide best-seller incorporates the latest developments in operating systems (OS) technologies.

The Fourth Edition includes up-to-date materials on relevantÃ‚Â¿OS. Tanenbaum also provides

information on current research based on his experience as an operating systems researcher. Ã‚Â¿

 Modern Operating Systems, Third Editionwas the recipient of the 2010 McGuffey Longevity Award.

The McGuffey Longevity Award recognizes textbooks whose excellence has been demonstrated

over time.Ã‚Â¿http://taaonline.net/index.html  Ã‚Â¿Ã‚Â¿   Teaching and Learning Experience  This

program will provide a better teaching and learning experienceÃ¢â‚¬â€œfor you and your students.

It will help:  Ã‚Â¿    Provide Practical Detail on the Big Picture Concepts: A clear and entertaining

writing style outlines the concepts every OS designer needs to master.  Keep Your Course Current:

This edition includes information on the latest OS technologies and developments  Enhance

Learning with Student and Instructor Resources: Students will gain hands-on experience using the

simulation exercises and lab experiments.
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Ã‚Â   Andrew S. Tanenbaum has an S.B. degree from M.I.T. and a Ph.D. from the University of

California at Berkeley. He is currently a Professor of Computer Science at the Vrije Universiteit in



Amsterdam, The Netherlands. He was formerly Dean of the Advanced School for Computing and

Imaging, an interuniversity graduate school doing research on advanced parallel, distributed, and

imaging systems. He was also an Academy Professor of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts

and Sciences, which has saved him from turning into a bureaucrat. He also won a prestigious

European Research Council Advanced Grant.  Ã‚Â  In the past, he has done research on

compilers, operating systems, networking, local-area distributed systems and wide-area distributed

systems that scale to a billion users. His main focus now is doing research on reliable and secure

operating systems. These research projects have led to over 140 refereed papers in journals and

conferences. Prof. Tanenbaum has also authored or co-authored five books. The books have been

translated into languages, ranging from Basque to Thai and are used at universities all over the

world.  Ã‚Â  Prof. Tanenbaum has also produced a considerable volume of software, notably

MINIX, a small UNIX clone. It was the direct inspiration for Linux and the platform on which Linux

was initially developed. The current version of MINIX, called MINIX 3, is now focused on being an

extremely reliable and secure operating system. Prof. Tanenbaum will consider his work done when

no computer is equipped with a reset button. and no user has any idea what an operating system

crash is. MINIX 3 is an on-going open-source project to which you are invited to contribute. Go to 

www.minix3.org to download a free copy and find out what is happening.  Ã‚Â  Prof.

TanenbaumÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Ph.D. students have gone on to greater glory after graduating. He is very

proud of them. In this respect he resembles a mother hen. Ã‚Â  Tanenbaum is a Fellow of the ACM,

a Fellow of the IEEE, and a member of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. He

has also won numerous scientific prizes from ACM, IEEE, and USENIX. If you are really curious

about them, see his page on Wikipedia. He also has two honorary doctorates.  Ã‚Â   Herbert Bos

obtained his master degree from Twente University and his Ph.D. from Cambridge University

Computer Laboratory in the UK. Since then, he has worked extensively on dependable and efficient

I/O architectures for operating systems like Linux, but also research systems based on MINIX 3. He

currently a professor in Systems and Network Security in the department of Computer Science at

the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. His main research field is that of system

security. With his students, he works on novel ways to detect and stop attacks, to analyze and

reverse engineer malware, and to take down botnets (malicious infrastructures that may span

millions of computers). In 2011, he obtained an ERC Starting Grant for his research on reverse

engineering. Several of his students have won the Roger Needham Ph.D. Award for best Ph.D.

thesis in systems in Europe.



I guess I bought this books for the wrong reasons, being other than to learn the matter -in depth.

Nonetheless I can tell the content is very thorough (what would you expect from a 1000+ pages

book?) and that mr. Tanembaum a referent is on the OS area. Interestingly enough one of the first

insights for the potential reader is that actually most chapters are written by someone else other

than Andrew.The only reason I'm giving 4 stars is that I bought it 2nd hand, and is a bit worn, and

had to pay dearly to import it where I currently live .

It was the book i needed. A bit hard to read and follow, but overall it's getting me through my class.

This book has been helpful in me gaining a better understanding of how Operating Systems work.

However, it is a bit of a slower read. I have not finished it yet.

Operating Systems is a confusing thing to learn without the proper tools, which is why books like

this one exists.Tanenbaum gives crystal clear explanations about OS vocab and technicalities such

as processes and page replacement algorithms.This book is so good that sometimes I read it on my

free time, even though I have finished taking the class.Tanenbaum wants you to really learn the

concept of OS. He even gives you a brief explanation on the C language (on the version I bought,

anyway), which helped out a lot since we needed to program in C/C++ and I am a student who

began programming in Java; yes, those two languages are VERY different.Overall, if you need to

take a class that requires you to buy this book, buy it. You won't be disappointed.

Good book to lean operating system in school. Thanks.

Purchased this book for Computer Operating Systems class. It is full o interesting facts and

information. However, the book gets dry at some places or lacks proper explanation of how the

authors came up to solutions to the problems mentioned in the book.

This is the first computer science textbook that I've ever read from cover to cover. The author is well

written and knows his topic very well.

good
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